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Questions You Must
Ask Before
Communicating Anything

Y

ou’ve crafted your project
communication and it’s time to
send it out into the world. But
pause for a minute: What is it you are
trying to achieve with this message?

And given that we need people to
take action on projects in order for
the work to get done, it’s critically
important that messages are
understood and acted on.

We communicate on projects
because we want someone else to do
something. For example:

So how do you increase the chances
of that happening and avoid your
message getting ignored in their
inbox? There are three questions
you must ask yourself before
communicating anything, and if you
take those into consideration you will
massively increase your chances of
the communication being effective.
They are:

•
•
•

We want them to understand
something.
We want them to take some kind
of action.
We want them to pass information
on to their colleagues.

Communication is never passive. The
act of receiving and comprehending
is as important as broadcasting.

1. Who are you communicating with?
2. What are you communicating
about?
3. How are you going to
communicate?

... continued on page 3

1. Who are you communicating
with?
Who is getting this message? It
seems an obvious question. But often,
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From the Editor’s Desk

Hello and welcome to the 101st edition of Excellentia. Region 9 and Region 15
Chapter leaders met this month to welcome the newly onboarded BODs from the
two regions, and to share experience.
As the business environment changes, some companies have gone through mergers
and acquisitions (M&A) exercises and many teams must collaborate for the first time
to keep the business going. We feature an article on how teams can fill in the blanks
when working in a M&A setting. We had two PRANKS session in August and in case
you missed them, we feature a report of the events.
On behalf of the board of editors I would like
to thank the contributors of this edition and
everyone who has supported in the preparation
of this newsletter. I hope you enjoy reading this
edition.
Arief Prasetyo
Editor in Chief

project managers are guilty of “broadcast” messages to
all stakeholders or the whole team when a more tailored
communication would work better.
Stakeholder analysis will help you identify what project
communication is relevant for which audience. Group
stakeholders according to the type and frequency of
communication you have planned.
For example, the project team might receive and give daily
task updates. Core stakeholders might get an email every
Friday with a summary of project progress. Suppliers may
need some general project communications, but not the
materials you reserve for internal staff.
Why is this important? Because the person receiving the
message influences the message itself. A technical lead
would require detailed requirements and status updates
on a particular task, but the project sponsor simply needs
to know that task is under control. Knowing the audience
lets you tailor the message appropriately.
2. What are you communicating about?
Next, think about what it is you are trying to say. Is your
message clear? Can you make it shorter? Can you
provide examples to help people understand? Are there
instructions you need them to follow and have you tested
them to make sure they actually work?
There are typically three types of message we send on
projects:
•

•

•

Inspirational: This kind of communication is helpful for
sharing the project’s vision and objectives, and helping
people see the value of the changes being delivered.
Informational: This category covers things like your
project newsletter. It’s generally “broadcast” style
information where you share updates. People receiving
these messages don’t have to do much beyond read
what you send out.
Actionable: These communications contain actions to
be done by the recipient.

In my experience, most project comms fall into the latter
two categories, although within those it covers a huge
range of topics.
Another thing to consider is how will you know if people
have understood and taken action? Consider putting
something in your communication to help you check that
your message has had the intended effect.
3. How are you communicating?
How would you feel if you got an email saying you’d been
fired? Or you’d won a million dollars? In the first situation
you’d likely be emotional and disappointed no one had the
courtesy to tell you face to face. In the second situation,
you probably wouldn’t believe the message—even if it
later turned out to be true.
What you are communicating about changes how you
should be communicating. Some messages work in written
form, and an email would be okay. Others will be better
received if you speak to someone (or a group) directly.
Pick the delivery method that best suits what you are

trying to say and what you want the action to be.
For example, “transactional” communication that relates to
completing actions and carrying out project tasks works
well through task management tools or email. But could
you share an inspirational message about the project’s
vision and have the same effect if you sent an email?
Probably not. That kind of mission-sharing would be best
done in person.
Think carefully about the delivery mechanism you choose
for your message and tailor it to the person receiving the
message and what you are trying to say.
Remember: Anything that affects an individual’s working
situation or role needs sensitive handling. If your project
affects people’s jobs, make sure HR is actively involved in
how messages are shared with individuals and teams.
There are loads of ways to get your message across—
you definitely don’t have to stick to email, meetings and
slide decks (although I know I’m guilty of defaulting to
those). Think creatively about what options you’ve got
available to you. Perhaps you could use:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Webinars and video
Product demos or walkthroughs
Focus groups
Infographics
Chat apps or collaboration tools
SMS/text messages
Quizzes and games
Leaflets, posters and printed materials.

Pick something you know everyone is going to be able to
access. It’s not helpful to create a fantastic project wiki
in a tool that only half the team has access to. However,
sometimes creativity is a way to make your message
stand out in the sea of business communication.
A final thought
Think about the timing of your message. Just-in-time
communication works well where you are concerned your
message may get lost in all the other information being
shared. You know your team. When you communicate has
just as much of an impact as how, because if you get the
timing wrong, some people might not see the message at
all.
Project communications is maturing. We now have so
many options available to us, there really is no excuse
to stick to the methods you always use. Your challenge,
should you choose to accept it, is to find a new way
of talking about your project and test it out. You never
know—the resulting engagement might surprise you!

Elizabeth Harrin
Elizabeth is a freelance writer and project
manager living and working in London.
She runs The Otobos Group, a project
communications consultancy specializing
in project management.
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From
BOARD

Region 9 and Region 15 Meeting –
One Dance, One PMI
On September 7th, 2020 the Board of Directors from
Region 9 (Northeast Asia) and Region 15 (Southeast Asia)
got together through a web conference. The event
started 30 minutes earlier than published, specially for the
newly joining BODs (first timers to the meeting) to give a
warm welcome and do some ice breaking quiz, to test the
newcomers’ knowledge around the world of PMI.
Once the event started, the region mentors welcomed
the chapter BODs and congratulated the newly elected.
SoHyun Kang delivered a presentation about PMI 4.0 –
PMI in 2020 and Beyond. She shared with us the member
service and technology roadmap that PMI has in store for
its members. We also had a nice sharing session from PMI
Japan and PMI Singapore who have recently conducted
virtual conference. We listened to the different technology
platforms used, and how both events became a success,
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with high number of participation and very good feedback
both from the speakers and the participants.
At the end of the event, we had an engaging dance
routine lead by Xing Ying Lee from Singapore. What a nice
start to the tenure to meet with a group of high energy
people. Hopefully this will inspire us all to better serve our
members and to give back to the profession and most
importantly the community.
Arief Prasetyo
VP Communication
PMI Indonesia Chapter

From
HQ

Blind Spots
Teams Must Fill in the
Blanks when M&As Have
Missing Information

E

ven in an era of merger and acquisition (M&A) mania,
teams continue to encounter surprises when they
help organizations join forces. It happened to me
this year when a company seeking a detailed one-year
roadmap for the IT merger and migration hit a roadblock:
The organization it was acquiring couldn’t share details
of its IT infrastructure until the merger was formally
approved.
When access to technical information is limited, it puts a
great deal of pressure on M&A project teams, as there
is little time to plan for all technical projects and merger
activities. But we delivered—and you can, too—by
following this M&A blueprint to fill in the blanks and create
a day one plan.
Dig deeper: There’s a treasure trove of public information
that teams can access on the company’s website. This
information can include site locations, including the type
of offices, such as manufacturing, sales or R&D. At a
minimum, this intel will help the team build a database of
sites to understand key locations that will require network
services.
Discovery phase: During an M&A, teams need to allocate
time to perform a technical discovery between the
merging companies—everything from network diagrams
to email migration documentation. The team can work
to create the discovery requests for each technology
workstream and expedite those requests as the merger
becomes official.
Plan to prioritize: During technical pre-merger discussions,
teams can plan to prioritize technical workflows for

network services. This ensures that they tackle the most
important workstreams first, such as having access to
email on day one.
Create a roadmap: Many mergers can take at least
a year to complete. Mapping out all of the technical
workflows can help teams visualize all of the timelines and
completion targets.
Executive support: Having leadership buy-in on the
technical roadmap will help clear any roadblocks along the
way. For instance, if knowledgeable IT specialists depart
during the M&A, the CIO can properly allocate resources
that will help the team fill in any documentation gaps. Or
if funding becomes tight, technical leadership can help
secure enough funds to complete the most vital of tasks
and discoveries.
There’s no way around the reality that M&As are often
waiting games. Teams will at times feel the pressure of
“hurry-up-and-wait” while they work to meet deadlines
tied to the official merger date. But teams driven by a
proactive mindset will be better prepared to uncover
hidden knowledge so they can quickly execute integration
activities at every green light.

Marat Oyvetsky, PMP, is senior
manager at Rackspace, San Diego,
California, USA
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PMI
Activities

PRANKS 11:
Achieving High Performance Team Work
In August, the Chapter hosted its 11th Project Management
Knowledge Sharing (PRANKS) hosting our honorable
speaker, Nick Fewings, CEO of Ngagementworks. Nick
is a team building Expert who is also an award-winning
International Conference Speaker. Last but not least, he is
the creator of Team DyNAmics Model.
Who is in your team? How do you measure their
teamwork? How can you identify the challenges they
face? These questions always appear in our daily routine
as Project Manager or someone who leads a team. Nick
shared how to learn the importance of understanding
WHO is in our team, how do we measure teamwork, how
do we become aware of current challenges that the
teams face, and many more as shown in the highlight’s
objectives below.
Only 10% of teams are considered high performing,
50% are average performers and the remaining 40%
are a combination of developing, non-performing or even
dysfunctional. These numbers do not come as a shock,
after knowing that 70% of team leaders do not undergo
leadership training; and only 25% of them use or consider
behavioral profiling when building a team from scratch.
Nick introduced to us his methodology of identifying who
is in our team and to play to their strengths, using the
Team DyNAmics model. Taking the Myer-Briggs Personality
Model, he codifies them into colors and explains how these
can be a powerful tool in formulating a team. Especially
during this global economic slowdowns, the model can
assist managers in ensuring that the integrity of the team
and more importantly, the performance of the team is
not compromised.
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This PRANKS session attracted 81 members connecting
from different parts of Indonesia. If you want to join,
please stay tuned and register to the event. They are
conducted monthly and are published through the
Chapter’s communication channels.

Board
PROFILE
Tony, PMP, PMI-ACP
General Secretary
Tony has 15 years of experience in Project Management in Banking, Insurance, Supply
Chain and Logistics industries. He also has experienced working in startup companies,
helping to setup the PMO and managed projects for startup launching purposes.
He holds Bachelor’s degree in information technology and Master’s Degree in Finance &
Investment both from Binus University, Indonesia. Tony is a PMP and PMI-ACP credential
holder. He is an active volunteer of the Indonesia Chapter.

Hariman Lie, S. Kom, PMP
Graduated from Informatics engineering background, Hariman Lie has an extensive
experience as technology consultant with 10+ years of project management and
technology consulting experience for financial services, retail, and manufacturing.
He was involved in several business process reengineering, core banking system
implementation and IT blueprint delivery. He is passionate about start-up businesses.
He is currently a co-Founder of Benemica, an employee self-service, HR Administration,
Payroll and Tax platform.
Hariman is a PMP credential holder and is currently volunteering for the PMI Indonesia
Chapter in the Program Department. In his spare time, he enjoys travelling with his
family and has an affection for sports, particularly Badminton.

From
MEMBER
My journey to get serious about taking the PMP exam began back in 2017 when I took
the PMP Exam Preparation Training with 35 PDUs. But due to the busy work and tight
schedule, I cannot fully focus on pursuing the PMP certification.
After 2 years, I found The Study Group program from the PMI Indonesia Chapter
website. I decided to join it. The study group encouraged me to familiarize myself with
PMBOK concepts, processes and knowledge areas. Key elements of the PMBOK were
presented, discussed and elaborated. Every week, I was required to submit homework,
online quizzes, and brain dumps. It helps me overcome the problem of procrastination
as it enforces a sense of commitment.
I would like to convey my appreciation and thanks to all the mentors who have shared all
the knowledge, tips and tricks to Pass the PMP Exam. They motivated me until I became
confident that I could succeed in passing the PMP exam. Study Group by PMI Indonesia
Chapter is the most effective way for PMP aspirants to reach their goal.
Thank you, PMI Indonesia Chapter.

M Irfani Sahnur, PMP
Head of Mentees at PMI Indonesia Study Group#15
ICT Portfolio & Service Management at PT ANTAM, Tbk
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PUBLISHING
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Total copies of all editions (include
PMI-Publised translation) of the
PMBOK Guide in Circulation.
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Project
Management
Professional

Chapter Facts
Congratulations and welcome to Indonesia chapter for our New
Members.
Our sincere gratitude for new members and renew members, your
involvement and supports for PMI Indonesia Chapter are very valuable for us.
In August 2020 we had 11 new members and 37 members who renewed their
membership. We hope next month, with more marvellous activities provided by
PMI Indonesia Chapter, more members would renew their membership.
Thank you for join and let’s get involved with PMI Indonesia Chapter because
good things happen when you stay involved with PMI.

Re-join and Renew Members list per August 2020

New Members list
per August 2020

Afra Santika
Ahmad Robiton
Amin Leiman
Andita Kusuma Dewi
Aryartha Soepardi
Bagus Dwi Putra
Bronsen Wijaya
Bruse Novan Akmal
Budi Wibowo
Chairul Fikri
Delvi Eka Putra
Dipo Prasetyo
Eddy Chandra
Eric Listyosuputro
Haristh Permakay
Heri Budiman
Ikhsan Nurcahya Basha
Indra Arif Mulyana
Ismiyatun

Adin Fahrudin
Ahmad Firdaus Fasa
Alfandias Seysna Putra
Bayu Adhi
Dwi Mulyono
Intisari Ginting
Irma Septiana Noegroho
Liu Tha Ju
Mahfudz Amri
Micha Farid Priambodo
Sujianto Sujianto

Jeffrey Guarnera
Ludy Irsan
M. Firman Santoso
Muhaemin Muhaemin
Nina Evawaty
Rachman Soeaipi
Reza Aldiansyah
Shanti Ratna Ningsih
Sri Nurfalah
Tony
Uttam Sarkar
Vijay Kumar Singh
Yacinta Esti Jati
Yan Indra Gunawan
Yohanes Mean Duli
Yophi Yulindo
Yuri Priyanto
Zaky Ahmad
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PMI
Activities

PRANKS 12:
Dealing with Project Resilience in Current
Situation
In August, the Chapter hosted its 12th Project
Management Knowledge Sharing (PRANKS) hosting not
only one but two of our honorable speakers : Professor
Shaligram Pokharel, joining us from Qatar University,
Doha Qatar. He is a mechanical engineer (Honors) by
first degree and Systems Design Engineer by Masters
and Ph.D. degree. He studied his first degree in Regional
Engineering College, Kashmir, India, and Systems Design
Engineering from the University of Waterloo, Canada.
Our second speaker is Professor Bambang Trigunarsyah,
Associate Professor of Project Management in the School
of Property, Construction and Project Management, RMIT
University in Melbourne, Australia. He earned his BSc in
Engineering (Civil) from Colorado School of Mines in the
USA, a master’s degree in civil engineering (Construction
Management) from the University of Indonesia, and a PhD
in Engineering Project Management from the University of
Melbourne, Australia.
The session was moderated by our very own Dr.
Mohammad Ichsan, Dipl.-Ing., M.T., Faculty Member of
Binus University and a former PMI Chapter President.
He has broad experience in multiple Industries such
Information Technology, Telecommunication, Banking
and Construction. PhD in Strategic Management with
Research Area in Strategic Project Portfolio Management
and Project Management Office.
Dealing with a black swan event, requires multiple
progressive iterations to see what works. Communication
management is very critical during these times as well as
stakeholder management. Professor Shaligram Pokharel
shared with us the challenges and pain points when
handling communication and prioritizing tasks at hand
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“Uncertainties are unpredictable,
but not unmanageable”
(Kutsch, Hall & Turner).
during a crisis. Other than communication, Professor
Shaligram stressed the importance of embedding
crisis management into the project’s risk management.
This would normally include scenario planning and even
conducting drills where required. By doing this, the project
team or the organization as a whole would be better
prepared.
Professor Bambang touched on “mindfulness-based
project management” during a crisis, which stresses
on Noticing, Interpreting, Preparing and Containing
the situation. Noticing that there are signs, symptoms,
cues from customer behavior, weather systems,
macroeconomics, market behavior, and any other factors
that may affect or derail projects (the interpretation
part). This can be done by all the members in a team.
The session was continued with a 45-minutes panel
discussion led by Ichsan who also took questions from
participants. It was surely a great session.
This PRANKS session attracted 81 members connecting
from different parts of Indonesia. The Chapter would
like to thank the speakers and to Dr. Ichsan who lead
the session and sparked some very good discussions.
And thank you to all the attendees for your enthusiasm
through your questions.
See you on our next PRANKS session!

